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The QL is a three wheels diesel or LPG sideloader for indoor and outdoor applications designed for handling long goods in 
narrow spaces. The QL can easily move in narrow aisles and the distance between the rack rows can be reduced to minimum 
granting more product storage, more efficient use of available space and reduced handling costs. 
 

  
 

The QL is equipped with electronic controlled hydrostatic transmission and operates with three steering wheels and three 
traction wheels. The QL can move in all directions (side–front–rotation ways) and provides excellent maneuverability to the 
operator. 
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MAIN TECHNICAL FEATURES 
 

 Short turning radius and low loading platform  

 Electronic controlled hydrostatic transmission 

 Three steering wheel units controlled by a direct transmission system without chains  

 Three orbital motors directly engaged with wheel unit crown and provide for prompt feedback and perfect synchronization 
while steering  

 In-out crossed cylinders mast for fast and high precision motion  
 

CABIN  

 
The QL cabin is equipped with a dashboard to easily interface with the operator commands. The proportional and ergonomic 
joystick is located close to the preselection of the two driving directions (side-front). 

 

                                                

  



 
TRANSMISSION STEERING WITHOUT CHAINS 
 
The QL is equipped with three wheel units controlled by a direct transmission system without chains. Three orbital motors 
directly engaged to the wheel unit crown provide for prompt feedback and perfect synchronization while steering. 
 

      
 
MAINTENANCE AND DIAGNOSTIC 
 
The QL is designed to minimize the maintenance requirements and at the same time to allow for a safe and comfortable access 
to the engine and all the installed components. An efficient diagnostic system immediately highlights any anomaly and enables 
the operator to quickly identify the faulty component reducing machine downtime and maintenance costs. 
 

          
 
QUALITY AND STABILITY TESTS 
 
The QL complies to EC Machinery and EMC directives and stability exceeds the requirements of EN 1726-1. 

 

                                                                                



 

 
CROSS CYLINDERS MAST IN/OUT 
 
The masts are specifically designed for sideloader torsion forces. Guides and exit rollers are fitted on full bearing and the exit 
guides are replaceable. The in-out crossing cylinders mast enables fast and high precision motion, granting maximum safety at 
extreme load conditions at the same time. The QL can be equipped with duplex and triplex masts, standard or wider forks 
carriage and a variety of accessories. 
 

      

ATTACHMENTS AND SPECIAL APPLICATIONS 
 
A variety of attachments and optional features are available on the QL upon request. 
 

        

 

    






